Foam clown
The workbench
 1 large and 1 medium cone shape foam (craft retailers)
 Craft glue, scissors
 1 large glitter pom pom, 1 medium red pom pom
 2 medium long paper noodles (craft retailers)
 2 star shaped foam stars and 1 10cm ball
 Glitter
 Thick and thin tinsel
 Red curly hair (craft retailers)
 1 packet of sequins
 3 pipe cleaners
 Poster paint (non toxic) and brush
 Colored paper (green, blue, orange and red)
 2 bells
 2 long flat head nails
 2 large push in eyes
Step 1.
Paint the foam ball, stars and the paper noodles yellow then sprinkle with glitter. Paint the foam cones
multiple colors and allow drying time before gluing sequins onto the large cone and thin tinsel to the medium
cone then glue the pom pom onto the top of the hat (medium cone) and thick tinsel around the base on the hat.
Step 2.
Design a face; cut out 3 shapes from 3 different color papers, 1 circle larger then the eyes, 1 tear shape and 1
long oval shape (refer to the picture). Place them all together and push the eye through all 3 pieces and into the
foam. Glue on the red pom pom nose, a red cut out paper mouth then cut a pipe cleaner into 2 equal pieces
bend into a wiggly shape and stick the ends into the foam to make stand up eyebrows. Cut the round ball top off
the head to leave a flat spot (so the hat sits on properly) and glue on some hair.
Step 3.
Cut a pipe cleaner in half and thread the bells onto the ends securing them by twisting the pipe cleaner, then thread
the other end through the noodles, bend the remaining pipe cleaner and push it into the top of the large cone for
arms. Dig a hole into the head at the bottom using a knife and fill it with glue, push the large cone body inside the
head and dry. Glue the hat onto the flat head then push in the two long nails to secure it on. Wrap some thick tinsel
around the neck and secure by twisting it's own wire or string.

